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Executive Summary

On October 7 2020 the Climate Safe Lending Network convened fifty banking professionals who are advancing the climate agenda within their institutions at the second Climate Safe Learning Lab. The convening was structured as a confidential, pre-competitive environment to explore the barriers and enablers to climate action within banks.

Participants held roles across diverse functions and levels of their banks both within and beyond sustainability teams. All participants were acting as climate intrapreneurs, seeking to embed climate action within the core strategy, operations and culture of their institutions.

As outlined in the Climate Safe Lending Network’s Taking the Carbon Out of Credit report, there are five priorities climate intrapreneurs must ensure their banks deliver at the strategic level:

1. Take responsibility for climate risk
2. Be accountable for both positive and negative climate impact
3. Stop the flow to fossil fuels
4. Decarbonise economies and balance sheets
5. Finance innovation for a sustainable future

What determines whether and how fast these things are implemented in a bank is a series of underlying organisational factors falling into three categories:

- **Structures**: How the bank organises its resources to deliver its strategies. This includes organisation structure, reporting lines, resource allocation, governance, performance management, and organisational capabilities.

- **Relationships & Power Dynamics**: How stakeholders within and beyond the bank relate (or don’t) to one another, who has formal and informal influence and how decision-making power is distributed.

- **Mental Models**: The underlying mindsets, values and norms that shape beliefs, narratives and ways of working.

Through careful design and facilitation, the Climate Safe Learning Lab creates a culture of reflection, transparency and collaboration. This high trust environment surfaces collective intelligence about the internal dynamics of banks and through
this report we anonymously share these insights to benefit climate intrapreneurs and inform the strategies of external influencers of bank climate action.

The 2020 Climate Safe Learning Lab revealed four key areas where climate intrapreneurs face challenges and are converting these into catalysts for change.

**Personal leadership**

- **FRUSTRATION AND COGNITIVE DISSONANCE:** Climate intrapreneurs experience unsettling levels of cognitive dissonance where they are required to leave their personal values and concern about the climate emergency at home in order to put their ‘business hat’ on at work. However, it is this same discomfort that drives climate intrapreneurs to take action. Building a network of aligned allies with a shared vision is a key tactic for sustaining this work.

- **CONFIDENCE TO SPEAK UP:** Sustainability expertise can be found at all levels of organisations, but in banks credibility is conventionally linked to seniority. This means many climate intrapreneurs with deep expertise find it difficult to speak up or feel their voices are heard. Identifying senior champions who create space for diverse voices is a useful setting for building influence.

- **EMBRACING A COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP STYLE:** As banks adopt climate targets, those who are leading sustainability strategies are seeing their roles move from technical expert and internal campaigner to building climate capability across their institutions. Climate intrapreneurs make greater progress when adopting a collaborative leadership style, where their role is to be a leader who creates more climate leaders.

**Shifting mindsets and building buy-in**

- **REFRAMING THE ROLE OF BANKS IN THE TRANSITION:** A key challenge faced by climate intrapreneurs is how their colleagues think about the role of banks in addressing the climate crisis. They are working to build consensus that banks must be leading this agenda rather than being driven by client demand and that this will require some difficult decisions, sometimes resulting in forgoing short-term gains for longer term advantage.

- **GETTING COMFORTABLE WITH BEING UNCOMFORTABLE:** In a risk-averse industry trained to rely on data and analysis, climate intrapreneurs are urging their colleagues to become comfortable with experimentation and uncertainty given the data and standardised methodologies will not be fully available until it is too late to act. Climate intrapreneurs are working to influence this
cultural shift towards a normative basis for making decisions, within ethical and regulatory constraints.

- **Reframing Narratives:** Climate intrapreneurs are combatting simplistic views of climate finance internally where it is seen as a check-box, a CSR activity or a standalone environmental issue. They are positioning the climate emergency as inherently connected to other environmental issues such as deforestation and biodiversity loss. They are also reframing climate change as a social issue requiring just transition principles to be embedded into climate strategies. Climate intrapreneurs encourage acceptance of these narratives through identifying shared values with colleagues, and bringing in external examples and expertise.

**Influencing relationships and navigating power dynamics**

- **Navigating Competing Agendas:** In order to see climate action embedded in the heart of business as usual, climate intrapreneurs must navigate a sea of competing agendas either by increasing the relative importance of climate strategies or finding ways to achieve climate goals through linking in with other priorities such as the Covid–19 economic recovery.

- **Pushing Too Fast vs Moving Too Slow:** Climate intrapreneurs walk a tightrope between being pushing too hard and thereby losing their seat at the table and treading too softly to motivate change at the necessary pace and scale. It is important to note that often the root cause of resistance to new agendas is fear of the unknown and perceived loss of power and competence. Climate intrapreneurs must cultivate the psychological safety for colleagues to be willing to embed a climate lens into their work.

**Creating enabling organisational structures**

- **Resource Allocation and Capability:** Climate strategies are no longer the remit of sustainability teams alone. Every bank employee must be given the mandate to help achieve the bank’s climate goals through their work. Rather than seeking roles in the sustainability function, climate intrapreneurs are advocating for investment in climate capability right across their banks.

- **Organisational Silos and Turnover:** Having sustainability leaders report directly into the CEO and Board has helped some banks to break down the false dichotomy between ‘profit and purpose’. This way sustainability is integrated into corporate strategy, rather than a siloed CSR agenda on the side. Frequent turnover of roles within banks requires climate intrapreneurs to invest in multiple relationships to hedge against delays and setbacks.
when a key contact moves on, whether by promotion, redundancy or resignation.

The Climate Safe Learning Lab also revealed three insights for external influencers of bank climate action including campaigners, investors and policymakers.

1. **Banks are not monoliths**: Banks are complex human systems made up of individuals who exist on a spectrum from climate scepticism to apathy to climate activism. Climate intrapreneurs who embody the latter feel deep grief for our planet and future generations combined with urgency to act. They want to see their banks take bolder, science-aligned action and are actively finding ways to push this forward within their institutions.

2. **Invisible dynamics shape visible outcomes**: External influencers mostly rely on published targets, strategies and reporting to gauge a bank’s level of commitment and the progress they are making. However, an underlying set of internal organisational factors shape what strategies and commitments are (or are not) made and how they are implemented. A more systemic and nuanced view of internal bank dynamics can help those seeking to influence financial institutions from the outside to target their engagement at incisive leverage points for institutional change.

3. **Campaigning pressure is welcomed**: Internal advocates for climate action welcome NGO, client and investor pressure on their climate strategies. They seek to leverage this internally, often using a narrative of reputational risk, to encourage key decision makers within their bank to take action.

The Climate Safe Learning Lab is structured as a peer learning space with participation restricted to bank employees only in order to maximise opportunities for mutual learning and to create the psychological safety for honest conversation. Participants reflected on three aspects of the Learning Lab approach which would benefit their institutions if replicated internally:

1. Building strong communities of practice can catalyse strategic learning and accelerate progress;
2. Taking a systemic approach to explore the underlying dynamics within banks can surface transformative new insights; and,
3. Peer-to-peer coaching is a powerful method for creating space to reflect on the big picture and identify new steps forward.

Evaluation of the convening revealed that participants experienced: an increased sense of connection to allies across institutions; increased confidence as a
change-maker within their banks; a greater commitment to collaboration; and, new ideas and inspiration to support their work.

Moving forward we will continue to grow and support the Learning Lab’s community of climate intrapreneurs through connecting them with one another and into the multi-stakeholder Climate Safe Lending Network. Members of this community may also participate in the Climate Safe Lending Fellowship, a six-month programme offering peer coaching, leadership development, network building and training for a selected cohort of committed climate intrapreneurs.

Find out more about the Climate Safe Learning Lab at www.climatesafelending.org or contact connect@climatesafelending.org.